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Equivalent fractions are always a skill that my students can use a refresher on and this center can be used all
the way from 3rd grade up to 5th. Heartfelt Sentences Give your younger children some sentence-writing
practice. Help your child build her writing skills with a Valentine's Day writing prompt. You will need
powerpoint to edit this file. Make a list of ways that you can show your love for your family members. Ask
him to complete this sentence, filling in the blank with a different name each time. I use these to mix up our
regular reading homework routine, and sometimes even as a literacy center or during guided reading groups.
He can write one or more sentences, depending on his age and ability. What would it be like to live in such a
world? Older children can have a contest to see who can come up with the longest list of words. I love
promoting kindness even more than usual this month through the class party, read alouds, and discussions.
Kids will write about a romantic or silly way that they would show their love for someone. Be as creative as
you want with this fun writing prompt. One of my favorites involves reading about Cupid and his bow and
arrow and then having the students create their own mini bows and arrows. Imagine a world where everyone
loved their neighbor as much as they loved themselves. I am lucky enough to be able to use candy in my
classroom, so I put together this quick printable for some Sweetheart themed math practice. Put a Ring On It
â€” In this fun Minute to Win It game students try to get heart-shaped bracelets over the top of recycled water
or soda bottles. Draw a picture of yourself and a friend or family member enjoying a special moment where
you felt or expressed love. They create a hypothesis and then test how the temperature of water affects candy
hearts. This is a perfect way to sneak some more close reading practice into your reading homework. Another
favorite science activity involves candy hearts. Download All is only available to Education. Tell about a time
when you felt especially loved.


